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ABSTRACT 
 
 
The global financial sector has seen a huge growth lately, financial services are now adopting new 

technologies that are been revolutionized, and financial markets are expanding and becoming more 

liquid. The growth of the financial markets paved the development of derivatives markets, which 

became prominent in this growth. In fact, trading in the derivatives market became more common 

for investors, and pricing and hedging derivatives became fundamental before any investment. 

This project aims to investigate option pricing models and hedging those options using deep 

learning. In this work, the option pricing will be established using the Black-Sholes Merton Model. 

BSM will also be used to know how the price of the option is affected by the volatility and risk-

free rate. As it is important to simulate the stock paths before option pricing or delta-hedging, 

Monte Carlo Simulations (MC) will be used to estimate the possible random paths, a stock can 

take. Building a long short-term memory (LSTM), a recurrent neural network type of deep learning 

will be then proceeded to find the best delta an investor needs to buy or sell. The delta values 

generated with LSTM will be then compared with the BSM delta values. The BSM option pricing 

is very used in the financial markets, the results of the option values found in this study are very 

close to the ones in the market, but this model is subjected to some constraints due to its limitations. 

Stock prices and volatility are moving in a stochastic process due to the dynamic financial market. 

LSTM gives more accurate values than the BSM to find delta values, but at the time progresses 

LSTM and BSM lose the accuracy of finding the right delta.  

Key Words: Investment, derivatives, options, volatility, risk-free rate, stochastic process, 

hedging, delta-hedging, deep learning, RNN, LSTM, BSM, MC. 
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RESUME 
 
Le secteur financier mondial a connu une croissance énorme ces derniers temps, les services 

financiers devenu développés et de plus en plus liquides. La croissance des marchés financiers a 

entraîné le développement des marchés dérivés, qui ont pris une place prépondérante dans cette 

croissance. En fait, les transactions sur le marché des dérivés sont devenues plus courantes pour 

les investisseurs, et l'évaluation et la couverture des dérivés sont devenues fondamentales avant 

tout investissement. Ce projet vise à étudier les modèles d'évaluation des options et la couverture 

de ces options en utilisant l'apprentissage profond. Le prix des options sera établi à l'aide du modèle 

Black-Sholes Merton, qui sera également utilisé pour savoir comment le prix de l'option varie avec 

la volatilité et le taux sans risque.. Comme il est important de simuler les trajectoires des actions 

avant de fixer le prix des options ou de procéder à une couverture delta, des simulations de Monte 

Carlo (MC) seront utilisées pour estimer les trajectoires aléatoires possibles d'une action. La 

construction d'une mémoire à long terme (LSTM), un réseau neuronal récurrent de type 

apprentissage profond, sera ensuite utilisée pour trouver le meilleur delta qu'un investisseur doit 

acheter ou vendre. Les valeurs delta générées par le LSTM seront ensuite comparées aux valeurs 

delta du BSM. Le prix des options BSM est très utilisé sur les marchés financiers, les résultats des 

valeurs des options trouvées dans cette étude sont très proches de ceux du marché, mais ce modèle 

est soumis à certaines contraintes en raison de ses limites. Les prix des actions et la volatilité 

évoluent dans un processus stochastique en raison de la dynamique du marché financier. Le LSTM 

donne des valeurs plus précises que le BSM pour trouver les valeurs delta, mais au fur et à mesure 

que le temps avance, le LSTM et le BSM perdent en précision pour trouver le bon delta. 

Mots-Clés: Investissement, volatilité, taux sans risque, derivative, processus stochastique option, 

hedging, delta-hedging, deep learning, RNN, LSTM, BSM, MC.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 
 
 
1.1 Context:  
 
 
In the financial market, hedging an asset has become more common for investors. Before investing, 

most investors make sure to offset their investment’s risk by using hedging strategies to reduce 

their exposure to risk in the greatest possible way. There are multiple hedging techniques and 

multiple types of assets to hedge. Taking stocks as an example of an asset, investors trading stocks 

tend to hedge these stocks using derivatives, such as options. Investors are also now trading options 

and hedging them using stocks which is known as delta hedging.  However, pricing and hedging 

these derivatives have always been considered critical issues in the financial market.  

 

Researchers have then tried to find some solutions to this crucial problem, and these solutions can 

be classified as parametric and non-parametric solutions. Parametric solutions, or in other words 

using mathematical models for option pricing or the hedging strategy are based on having a finite 

number of inputs that would simplify the option problem. Still, parametric solutions have made it 

quite easy for options to be priced and hedged with the fewest parameters possible, but the fact 

that they are based on some specific assumptions and initial hypotheses leads them to some 

limitations. For instance, some models assume that the volatility is constant, or that the market is 

on a continuous timeframe, e.g., the Black Sholes Model, which does not represent the real market 

and thus makes these theories and models not applicable to the market and sometimes far from 

accuracy. For this matter, non-parametric models were then built for a better and more precise 

presentation of a real market.  
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In this study, we will use deep learning as a non-parametric model to hedge options. To be more 

precise, the hedging strategy for options will be represented as neural networks. In this report, the 

asset prices will be generated using Monte Carlo simulations and the hedging strategy for options 

will be based on the comparison between the neural network performance, the Long Short-Term 

Memory neural network, with the Black Sholes Model.  

 
1.2. Financial Markets:  
 
 
A financial market is a marketplace, can be physical or virtual, where traders meet to buy or sell 

financial products. These financial products can be stocks, currencies, derivatives, and others. 

Financial markets make business operations of capitalist economies smoother easy since they are 

a source of liquidity.  They provide their participants an easy interaction between the investors, 

the ones who have an excess amount of capital and want to invest it or lend it, with the borrowers, 

the ones who require capital to invest. One of the key advantages of the financial markets is that 

they make sure to provide transparent information such that each price set on the market is aimed 

to be efficient and sure. There are several financial markets in the world, which differ by their sizes 

and how many securities are traded in a day. We can give the example of the New York Stock 

exchange and the Nasdaq which are the largest stock exchange markets in the world. [1] 

There are several financial markets, and they are classified according to the type of security traded: 
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1.2.1. Stock Market:  
 
This market is one of the most known and present type of financial markets. In this market, 

multiple shares from different companies are listed to be traded. Also known as the equity market, 

investors in this market are trading securities over IPO, initial public offering. Trading a stock 

generates capital gains for companies, provides dividends for investors, and has a significant 

economic role. There are different parties in this market, for instance, traders, market makers, and 

brokers, who are responsible for facilitating the interaction between buyers and sellers, and they 

are considered third parties in the market.  

 

1.2.2. Over-the-Counter Markets: 
 
This type of market is known as a decentralized market in which trading is done electronically. In 

OTC market, traders can buy or sell securities without the presence of a third party. OTC markets 

are generally for companies not satisfying the exchanges’ listing requirements. They are known 

by their transaction costs, which are not very liquid, not well regulated, and non-transparent.  

 

1.2.3. Bond Markets: 
 
Also named debt, bonds are financial instruments or financial contracts between a lender and a 

borrower which have a specific time of maturity and interest rate. They are usually used by 

governments and corporations for operations and projects investments.  

1.2.4. Money Markets: 
 
Money markets are known as low return and safe markets. The products traded in this market have 

a very short time to maturity, which should not be more than one year, and are very liquid. U.S 
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Treasury bills or certificates of deposit (CDs) are examples of the products traded in this type of 

market.  

1.2.5. Derivatives Markets: 
 
In the financial industry, derivatives are known as financial contracts between two or more parties 

in which they derive their values from an underlying asset. Futures, options, forwards, and swaps 

are the most known types of derivatives available in the financial market. Stocks, commodities, 

indices, bonds, or many others can represent the underlying asset. [2] 

 
1.2.6. Forex Markets:  
 
This type of market allows traders and investors to buy or sell using the exchange rates of the 

currencies. As it uses very liquid assets such as cash, it is considered the first financial market in 

the world in terms of liquidity. This decentralized market tracks millions of transactions per day.  

 
1.2.7. Commodities Markets: 
 
This market is for investors to trade products such as corn, oil, gold, sugar, gas, or others. It can 

also be referred to as a spot commodity because it exchanges goods and products between traders 

in person. Commodities traded in this market are used as underlying assets since this market occurs 

on the derivatives markets.  

 
1.2.8. Cryptocurrency Markets: 
 
This is also another type of decentralized market. This market uses a digital type of assets that uses 

blockchain and distributed ledgers tools. We can name one of the most known cryptocurrencies 

that increased in value lately, Bitcoin and Ethereum.   
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1.3. Hedging:  
 
 
Hedging is one of the investment strategies that tends to reduce the risk against an asset’s 

movement in price. Investors tend to hedge by taking the opposite position of the underlying asset 

so that they can protect their investment, or maybe make a profit. Investors having doubts about 

the market’s future, use hedging practices so that they can ensure their investments in a most 

controlled way. Still, it is not a free strategy but is often considered a better way to control risk 

exposure. Also still, it cannot prevent an incident from happening but protects from the worst that 

can happen. [3] 

An investor can use the hedging strategy by offsetting his/her position by opening another one or 

can invest in an asset that moves in an opposite way of the current asset that the investor holds. 

Accordingly, an investor would cover his/her losses in case the investor’s position fall or would 

cover the hedging practice’s cost in case the investor’s position is profitable. [4]     

In the investment world, an investor can execute a hedging strategy in multiple ways. However, in 

this study, we will focus on one of the most common hedging strategies: derivatives. For this 

matter, an investor needs to have a complete view of the market he/she wants to invest in, and the 

financial instruments needed to hedge the investment.  

1.4. Delta hedging:  
 
 
Through derivatives, or here in this study options, traders were able to offset their risks of the 

underlying assets. In other words, it is often for an investor to hedge a stock by buying or selling 

an option of the respective underlying assets so that he/she can reduce the loss that may occur in 
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the investment. Hence, in the new investment world, investors started trading and hedging options 

by buying or selling a certain number of stock shares, which is known as Delta Hedging. [5] 

Delta (𝛥), also called a hedge ratio, represents the ratio of the change in an option’s price with 

respect to the change in the underlying asset’s price. This means that if a stock rises by 1$ per 

share, the option will rise by 𝛥 per share. [7] 

1.5. Options:  
 
 
Options are financial instruments, or financial contracts, that are derived from the value of a certain 

underlying asset. These types of contracts give the right to the holder to buy or sell an underlying 

asset with the option’s strike price, which represents the price of the contract, at its respective time 

to maturity, which is the expiration date. [8]         

There are two types of options: Call option, which is a contract that enables the holder to buy an 

asset at the price and at the specified timeframe stated on the contract. Put option, which is a 

contract that enables the holder to sell an asset at the price and at the specified timeframe stated on 

the contract. [9]      

The special thing about options is that they can be exercised if the holder wants to since it is not 

an obligation for an option holder to exercise them. However, if the option holder decided to 

exercise the option, he/she needs first to make sure if the option is American or European, because 

American options holders have the right to exercise their options at any time until maturity, but 

the European options holders have only the right to exercise their options at the maturity of the 

option. [10]     

A call option payoff can be expressed as:  
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𝐶 = 𝑆 − 𝐾! 

With:  

C: the call option payoff 

S: the spot price 

𝐾!: the call’s strike price  

However, buying a call option can only be beneficial when: the spot price is greater that the strike 

price, so the buyer won’t exercise the call option if it won’t make him/her profit. The buyer will 

exercise the option if:  

𝐶 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥( (𝑆 − 𝐾)	, 0 

A put option payoff can be expressed as:  

 

𝑃 = 𝐾" − 𝑆 

With:  

C: the call option payoff 

S: the spot price 

𝐾": the put’s strike price  

 

An option can have different types of moneyness, we can recall: [11] 

 

In the money option (ITM):          when:        𝑆 > 𝑘   for call options 

                                                                        𝑆 < 𝑘	  for put options 

 

Out of the money option (OTM):  when:        𝑆 < 𝑘   for call options 

                                                                         𝑆 > 𝑘	  for put options 
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At the money option (OTM):        when         𝑆 = 𝑘   for put & call options 

 

With:  

S: the spot price of the underlying asset 

k: the strike price of the put or call option 

To explore more on the call option payoff, it can be represented in the diagram below:  

 

 

Figure 1  Diagram of the call option payoff [12]       

 

As we can see in the diagram above if the price of the asset is less than the option holder isn’t 

making any profit. However, at the point where the strike price will be equal to the asset price, the 

option holder’s amount of loss will start decreasing as the asset price continues increasing 

compared to the strike price until it reaches the breakeven point to start making profit. [13]      
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1.6. Background 
 
1.6.1. Artificial Intelligence (AI):  
 
 
Computer Science has extended its branches to build and create machines that can mimic human 

behavior. Known as artificial intelligence, machines can now act and think like humans and are 

programmed to perform actions and functions that need human intelligence. AI is generated using 

advanced and complex mathematical functions and algorithms. We can say that a machine is 

artificially intelligent if this latest can get adapted to unpredicted situations easily, can reason and 

think, and can provide solutions. [14] This advanced technology is increasingly being applied in 

the finance industry since it provides adequate problem solutions to financial market problems. AI 

can now solve much complex problems-based finance even with a lack of data or a complex 

computing model.  [15] 

 

1.6.2. Machine learning (ML):  
 
Machine learning (ML) is a sub-category of AI. To achieve AI, machine learning uses its 

techniques by building algorithms based on data. Algorithms are trained to make better 

performance on the specific tasks assigned from data. In ML, machines are given inputs to generate 

some specific outputs, so machines are trained to generate those outputs based on the inputs 

entered. Thus, the main goal is to find multiple patterns that can be trained to give solutions to 

future possible data. [18] 
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1.6.3. Deep Learning:  
 
 
Deep learning is a subcategory of machine learning. As machine learning is based on the input 

data to generate the output, deep learning uses neural networks to pick out the data to be used 

without any intervention.  Deep learning is an advanced tool that trains algorithms that select the 

features to be used itself, contrary to machine learning which needs human intervention for the 

features selection. Moreover, deep learning can process unstructured problems. [19] 

Deep learning is also known as deep learning neural networks because it is composed of multiple 

layers. These layers are strongly correlated such that one layer is built according to the one that 

precedes it. The deep learning layers are classified as input, hidden, and output layers such that the 

input layer is for the data to proceed, and the output layer is for the prediction that will be made. 

The following is a figure that shows the structure of neural networks: (Figure 2) 

 

  
Figure 2 Neural Networks Structure [19] 
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1.6.4. Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs): 
 
 
Artificial neural networks are considered the backbone of deep learning. They are computational 

models that are biologically inspired by the way the human brain functions. Each layer of a neural 

network is represented by multiple neurons in which each neuron on a layer is connected to the 

neurons in the next layer.  These neurons are connected to each other through channels, and each 

one of them has a specific weight. [20] 

 

The sum of the weights multiplied by the inputs is taken as inputs in the hidden layer and assigns 

for each neuron a value referred to as bias. The bias is then added to the weighted sum to pass 

through the activation function. The formula is given below:  

3𝑤#𝑥# + 𝑏
$

#%&

 

With:  

𝑤#: represents the weights 

𝑥#: represents the input data  

b: represents the bias 

 

The output given by the activation function will be either activated or not. The activated neurons 

will then transfer the data to the next layer through the channels. The neural network follows a 

forward propagation by transferring the data from one layer to another. The following figure 

summarizes the process of a neural network: (Figure 3) 
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Figure 3 The Process of a Neural Network [21] 

 

 

1.6.5. Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs): 
 
 
Recurrent neural networks are one of the most powerful artificial neural networks that are 

characterized by their short-term memory. This type of neural network is often employed to solve 

prediction problems using training data. Since these deep learning algorithms are known by their 

memory, they impact the current input and output using previous inputs. The concept of recurrent 

neural networks is based on the fact that inputs and outputs are dependent on each other, such that 

each output is dependent on the inputs and outputs within the neural network. Recurrent neural 

networks are considered the heart of the algorithms behind speech recognition, language 

translation, or image captioning as we can find in Google Translate or Siri. The following figure 

shows the difference in how the data is processed for recurrent neural networks and artificial neural 

networks: (Figure 4)  
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Figure 4 RNN vs ANN (Feed-Forward Neural Network) [22] 

 

1.6.6. Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM): 
 
Long Short-Term Memory is a recurrent neural network characterized by its strong memory. It is 

an enhanced network that enables information to be stored permanently. LSTM allows previous 

information to be persisted in its memory as it is trying to function like a human brain. As long-

term memories present a limitation for the RNNs, LSTM is seen as a tool that can solve the 

problem of long-term dependency. [23] 

The LSTM is composed of three components, the following figure shows the structure of an 

LSTM: (Figure 5) 

 

Figure 5 LSTM’s Structure [23] 
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As we can see in the above figure, the LSTM has three gates: forget gate: which decides 

if the information needs to be memorized or not, the input gate: which adds this 

information to the memory in case it is relevant, and finally the output gate: which sends 

the information that was updated.   

Each of these three gates has its respective equation and they are given as follows: 

The Forget Gate: 

𝑓! = 𝜎	(𝑋! +	𝑈" + 𝐻!#$ ∗ 𝑊") 

With:  

𝑋!: represents the input at the timestamp present 

𝑈" : represents the input weight 

𝐻!#$: represents the preceding timestamp’s hidden state  

𝑊": represents the hidden state respective weight matrix 

The output of the equation will be applied to a sigmoid function which will make the ft 

equal to 0 or 1. If ft is equal to 0, the forget gate will forget the information given, and 

if ft is equal to 1, the forget gate is required to memorize the information.  

The Input Gate: 

𝑖! = 𝜎(𝑋! ∗ 𝑈% + 𝐻!#$ ∗ 𝑊%) 

With:  
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𝑋!: represents the input at the timestamp present 

𝑈%: represents the input weight matrix 

𝐻!#$: represents the preceding timestamp’s hidden state  

𝑊%: represents the hidden state respective weight matrix 

After the sigmoid function will be applied to it, it will either add the information in case 

it = 1, or not add it in case it = 0. 

The new information will be given as follows:  

𝑁! = 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ	(𝑋! ∗ 𝑈& + 𝐻!#$ ∗ 𝑊&) 

With:  

𝑋!: represents the input at the timestamp present 

𝑈&: represents the input weight matrix 

𝐻!#$: represents the preceding timestamp’s hidden state  

𝑊&: represents the hidden state respective weight matrix 

The information value here 𝑁!	will be between -1 and 1 due to tanh, the activation 

function applied. If the information value is positive, the information will be updated in 

the cell. Then the equation becomes:  

𝐶! = 𝑓! ∗ 𝐶!#$ + 𝑖! ∗ 𝑁! 

With: 

𝐶!: The cell state 
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𝐶!#$: The current cell state before being updated 

The Output Gate: 

The output gate equation is given as below:  

𝑜! = 𝜎(𝑋! ∗ 𝑈' + 𝐻!#$ ∗ 𝑊') 

With:  

𝑋!: represents the input at the timestamp present 

𝑈': represents the input weight matrix 

𝐻!#$: represents the preceding timestamp’s hidden state  

𝑊': represents the hidden state respective weight matrix 

As for the other gates: The output value will be between 0 and 1 after the sigmoid 

function is applied.  

The hidden state will then be represented as follows: 

𝐻! = 𝑜! ∗ 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ	(𝐶!) 

Finally, the output after applying the SoftMax activation function to the hidden state, 

we get the following equation:                                       

𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 = 𝑆𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐻!) 

To explore better the LSTM network structure, it can be represented in the figure below: 

(Figure 6) 
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Figure 6 LSTM Network Diagram [23] 

 
 
1.6.7. Black-Sholes Model (BSM):  
 
Fisher Black, Robert Merton, and Myron Sholes developed a theory, or model, to price options on 

underlying assets. This mathematical model prices options while considering some inputs, namely 

the underlying assets’ price, the option’s strike price, the option’s maturity, the assets’ volatility, 

and the risk-free rate (Since this model considers a risk-neutral measure) The Black Sholes Model 

was and is still considered one of the best models to price options contracts to reduce the exposure 

to risk along with the following assumptions: [24] 

 
- The risk-free rate should be known and constant.  

- No transaction costs are incurred. 

- No dividends are paid for the underlying asset. 

- The stock prices follow a lognormal distribution.  

- The option can only be exercised before maturity (European Options) 

 
For a call option, the Black-Sholes Model formula can be derived as the following:  
 

𝐶(𝑆(𝑡), 𝑡) = 	𝑆(𝑡)𝑁(𝑑&) − 𝑘𝑁(𝑑')𝑒()(+(,) 
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For a put option, the Black-Sholes Model formula can be derived as the following:  
 

𝑃(𝑆(𝑡), 𝑡) = 	−	𝑆(𝑡)𝑁(−𝑑&) + 𝑘𝑁(𝑑')𝑒()(+(,) [25] 
 
 
Where: 

                                                  𝑑& =
.$/!(#)% 0		2		/	)2&'3

'0		(+(,)			

3√+(,
      

                                                   
𝑑' =	𝑑& − 	𝜎√𝑇 − 𝑡 

 
With:  
 
C: the price of the call option 

P: the price of the put option 

S(t): the stock price according to time t 

N: the cumulative normal distribution 

k: the option’s strike price 

r: risk-free interest rate 

T: time of expiration (maturity) 

𝜎: the stock’s volatility 

 

1.6.8. Monte Carlo Model (MC):  
 
 
Monte Carlo is a probability model that tends to predict multiple outcomes with the presence of 

random variables. This prediction and model forecasting process is very difficult to use, but it deals 

with uncertainties and risk management. Also known as multiple probability simulation, it is used 

in several fields like engineering and finance.   

Monte Carlo simulation generates precise and accurate solutions by providing multiple outcomes 

and values instead of using an average number that would replace the uncertainty variable to be 

predicted or forecasted. The fact that the business world is based on uncertainty and randomness 
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makes this model the potential one to use. These multitasking simulations can be applied to 

networks optimization for telecoms, analyzing and pricing derivatives, and estimating risks.  [26] 
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CHAPTER 2: OPTION PRICING AND DELTA HEDGING  
 

2.1. Data Description & Methodology 
 

All the data used was imported from Yahoo Finance, a network that provides information on the 

financial markets. For each asset in this study, we retrieved its historical data from January 1st, 

2014, to April 10th, 2022. Since we are studying options, for each stock we retrieved its stock price, 

strike price, time to maturity, risk-free rate, and volatility. As American options can be exercised 

at any time, it is difficult to forecast the option price for an unprecise time to maturity. Also, so 

that we can apply the BSM model, we need to assume that the options are European. Hence, all 

the stocks are chosen are from the American Market, but their options will be treated as European 

Options.  

All the models in this project for option pricing and hedging were built using Python programming 

languages, one of the simplest programming languages that can build many functions of different 

variables and that have many libraries and packages available. We can mention some libraries used 

in this study, Yfinance, NumPy, Tensorflow, Matplotlib, Pandas, and many others. To develop 

python codes, both the online Jupyter Notebook and the Visual Studio Code were used. Youtube 

videos and Github platform were also much helpful as some codes examples which will be stated 

on the reference page.  

The project methodology will be as following: starting first with building a stocks portfolio that 

has different types of risk, pricing call and put options using BSM, simulating stock prices and 

paths using Monte Carlo, and finally delta-hedging options using LSTM and BSM.  
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2.2. Portfolio Construction 
 
 
An investor willing to invest is subject to look at three major components of the asset: price, risk, 

and return. As investors can be either classified as risk-averse, who look for the smallest risk 

possible, or as risk-tolerant, who look for the greatest return possible. All investors while 

constructing an efficient portfolio search for metrics to determine the level of risk of the underlying 

asset. In this study, we will build a portfolio of three different stocks and levels of risk, and we 

will use the Beta value as a measure of risk, that will be retrieved from Yahoo Finance.  

Beta is a measure of the risk of a financial asset, security, or portfolio. In the framework of the 

Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM), it quantifies the systematic risk, the one due to the market 

as a whole and which cannot be reduced through diversification. [27] 

 

 

Table 1 Portfolio of Different Levels of Risk 

 
The portfolio above is made up of three distinct types of stocks with varying risk levels. The 

Twitter stock represents the stock with the lowest risk, the Apple stock represents the stock with 

medium risk and the Tesla stock represents the stock with the highest risk. If Beta is less than one, 

the stock is classified as a low-risk stock whose volatility is less than the markets’, if Beta is greater 
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than one, the stock is either classified as medium risk or higher risk (depending on the value) and 

the stocks’ volatility is greater than the market’s.  

 

2.3. Option Pricing: 
 
2.3.1. Black-Sholes Merton: 
 

The Black-Sholes Model is one of the most used modes to price and evaluate options. Thus, in this 

part, a python code is built to price the options of the different stocks we classified in the above 

portfolio. So that we can apply the BSM, we need to assume that the options of these stocks are 

European options, so that they can only be exercised at their expiration date. We need also to 

assume that stock prices follow a lognormal distribution, and the volatility is constant, in addition 

to the other assumptions that are stated in the background part.  

 
 

Table 2 Call & Put Options Pricing Using BSM 
 

 Call Option Put Option 
Twitter 26.3782 0.5049 
Apple 63.9704 1.83 
Tesla  796.7965 6.22 

 
 
 

As we can see in the table below, for each stock we evaluated its call and put options. To price 

those options, for each stock we defined a function in Python that built the equations of the call 

and put options of the BSM model.  
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The call option and put option prices gotten using the Black Sholes Model are approximately the 

same as the ones given on Yahoo Finance with a small margin of error, which proves the accuracy 

of the model.  

For Twitter Stock, pricing the call option and put option using BSM can be built in Python as 

following:  

 
Figure 7 Twitter Call and Put Option Pricing Code 

 

 

The first function evaluates the Twitter call option. The function parameters were taken from 

Yahoo finance, such as S is the last price before the market closes, which is referred to as “Adj 

Close”. The option chosen matures at the end of one year and has a strike price of 20 US$. We 

assume a risk-free rate, that we took from the global market, equals 2.827%.  The volatility referred 

to in the code as sigma is equal to 64.18%. After building the appropriate put option BSM equation, 

the parameters will be selected as the same as for the call option.  

 

The rest of the code for the other stocks options pricing will be given at the end of this report in 

Appendix B.  
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The volatility has a significant role in the pricing of options. Starting with the Twitter Stock, we 

tested for different volatilities 56.86%, 79.3%, and 100% that we took from Yahoo. We built a 

python code to show how the volatility can change the option price.  

 

 

 
Figure 8 Call Option Price Changes with Respect to Volatility 
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Figure 9 Put option price changes with respect to volatility 

 

 

Option pricing and volatility have a positive relationship such as if volatility increases, the option 

value increases no matter if the option is a call or a put. Hence, a stock not having any major price 

movement may still have a high option price if investors believe that the stock will become volatile 

in the near future. For this fact, historical and projected volatility are determining factors. 

 

The risk-free rate has also a significant role in the pricing of options. Taking Twitter as an example 

also tested for different rates of 2.8%, 12%, and 20% we took from Yahoo. We built a python code 

to show how risk-free rates can change the option price.  
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Figure 10 Call Option Price Changes with Respect to Volatility 

 

 

 
Figure 11 Put Option Price Changes with Respect to Volatility 
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From these graphs, we can see that the call option value and the risk-free interest rate have a 

positive relationship. As the risk-free rate increases, the value of the call option increases. 

However, the put option value and the risk-free interest rate have a negative relationship such as 

if the risk-free rate increases, the call option value decreases.  

 

2.3.2 Stochastic Volatility Process:  
 

Pricing options through the Black-Sholes Model is very common in financial markets but it 

neglects the dynamic movements of the volatility in the real market. BSM assumes that the 

volatility is constant, but in fact, it moves in stochastic processes. In order to price options, the 

stochastic volatility model is used to treat the volatility of the underlying asset as a random process. 

 

One method for addressing one of the Black-Scholes model's flaws is to use stochastic volatility 

modeling, since BSM does not take into account how volatility can be dynamic in the market, 

while the time of maturity of the option, since it is affected by the underlying asset movements. 

However, the given simulations do not really represent the well-known characteristics of the 

implied volatility, like the volatility bias, or the volatility smile, which indicates that implied 

volatility tends to fluctuate in accordance with the strike price and time of maturity of the 

derivative. [28] 

 

It is feasible to simulate derivatives more effectively by presuming that the volatility of the 

underlying asset price moves in a stochastic process rather than a constant. 
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Following constant volatility modeling, the derivative price follows a standard geometric 

Brownian motion that can be represented as the following: 

𝑑𝑆, = 𝜇𝑆,𝑑𝑡 + 	𝜎𝑆,𝑑𝑊, 

 

With:  

𝜇: Drift Constant 

𝑆,: Stock Price with respect to time t 

𝑑𝑊,: Wiener process with respect to time 

 

The constant volatility 𝜎 will be replace by a function 𝜈,, that simulates the variance of the stock 

price 𝑆,. The Brownian motion also simulates the variance function and its curve 𝜈, that is based 

on the model of the stochastic volatility that is used. 

𝑑𝑆, = 𝜇𝑆,𝑑𝑡 +	B𝜈,	𝑆,	𝑑𝑊,
5 [28] 

With: 

𝜈,: Volatility following a stochastic volatility process 

𝑑𝑊,
5: G with respect to time and stock price 

 

And: 

𝑑𝜈, = 𝛼6,,𝑆,𝑑𝑡 +	𝐵6,,𝑑𝐵,  [28] 

With:  

𝛼6,,, 𝐵6,, are functions of 𝜈  

𝑑𝐵,: another Gaussian correlated to 𝑊,
5, by a constant correlation factor 𝜌. 

 

2.3.3.  Monte Carlo Simulation:  
 

As the underlying asset prices and volatility are moving in a stochastic process, we become faced 

to an estimation problem that involves many uncertainties. Rather than replacing random variables 
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with mean values, Monte Carlo simulations offer a more efficient solution. As finance is a field 

where random phenomena is common, Monte Carlo simulations are especially used for the price 

movements of an asset that are influenced by two main factors: short-term fluctuations, which can 

be modeled by a random process, and long-term fluctuations, which are modeled by a trend.  

Pricing the stock itself before pricing the option is considered crucial for the options valuation. In 

fact, we will simulate stock prices for each stock in the constructed portfolio by building a python 

code.   

We will import data directly from yahoo finance using yfinance. All the data available of the stock 

prices will be given as seen in the figure below. 

 

 
Figure 12  Importing Data from Yahoo Finance 

 

 

The following are the simulation paths of stock prices, we will start first with a single path, then 

we will generate multiple paths.  
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Figure 13 Twitter Stock Price Single Path 

 

 

 

 
Figure 14 Twitter Stock Price Multiple Paths 
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Figure 15 Apple Stock Price Single Path 

 

 

 
Figure 16 Apple Stock Price Multiple Paths 
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Figure 17 Tesla Stock Price Single Path 

 

 

 
Figure 18 Tesla Stock Price Multiple paths 
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For each stock, we generated single stock prices paths from 2014 to 2022. The multiple paths 

simulated for the stocks represent 10,000 possible paths starting from the last close price of the 

stock. These simulations gave us all the random paths a stock can have since stocks prices and 

their according volatility are dynamic.  

 

2.4. Delta-Hedging: 
 

2.4.1.  Hedging Error 
 

After we constructed a python code, we will first start by finding the hedging error of each call 

option for the respective three types of stocks. To hedge an option, we use the delta-hedging in 

which we evaluate the delta to know how many stocks we need to buy or sell. To calculate delta, 

we can proceed by the Black Sholes equation from pricing a call option. As shown in the 

background part, using BSM a call option can be priced as follows: 

 

𝐶(𝑆(𝑡), 𝑡) = 	𝑆(𝑡)𝑁(𝑑&) − 𝑘𝑁(𝑑')𝑒()(+(,) 

 

In this equation 𝑁(𝑑&) represents the delta of the call option. Hence, the goal is to build a code 

that finds the value of delta and hedge based on that delta.  
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Figure 19 Twitter Call Option Hedging Error 

 

This graph represents the variation of the delta value, which represents the mean, with respect to 

the number of transactions, that represent the costs of the delta. If an investor is subject to hedge 

his/her position, he/she will either buy or sell a certain number of shares that will result in a certain 

number of transactions. The function built using python calculated the hedging error using the 

delta from the BSM at each step. Each time t, at each transaction the value of delta was recorded 

and then the hedging error was calculated using the variation of deltas.  

As we can see in this graph, a simulated path was created using Monte Carlo Simulation. We are 

in a current position in the market, where we evaluated our current delta to delta-hedge the option, 

the path simulated by Monte Carlo will show the next delta in the path for another given position. 

This hedging error graph shows the best delta an investor can hedge with. For instance, the best 

delta an investor can have is 0, which means that the option is perfectly hedged. The hedging error 

in this graph was increasing and then started decreasing. The more the transaction costs occur, the 
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more an investor is buying or selling a number of shares, delta, to hedge his/her position. The more 

investors buy or sell shares to hedge an option, the more the transaction costs increase, and thus 

the more the hedging error is.  

 

2.4.2.  Profit & Loss Diagram for a Delta-Hedging Strategy 
 

We can know graph a profit and loss diagram to see how a delta-hedging strategy can make profit 

or loss. 

 
Figure 20 Profit & Loss Diagram for a Daily Hedging 

 

The above figure represents the profit and loss of an investor delta hedging vs the number of 

transactions he/she has made. If today an investor has a certain value of delta, then he/she would 

either make a gain if tomorrow’s delta is less than today’s or make a loss if tomorrow’s delta is 

less than today’s. The deltas generated by the BSM will be recorded for each day using the Black 

sholes equation.  

From the profit and loss diagram we can see that as the delta increases daily, the investor is not 

making an accurately hedging and his/her hedging position is making a loss. Inversely, if the 
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investor’s delta decreased from a day to another, the investor is making profit. The more an 

investor is buying shares, the more he/she is having more costs, thus the more he/she is making a 

loss. However, the more an investor is selling shares, the more he/she is losing more shares, thus 

the more he/she is making a loss. 

 

 

2.4.3.  Building an LSTM: 
 

In this part, we will create a Long Short-Term Memory network (LSTM) so that we can find the 

best delta hedging strategy for the call options of the constructed portfolio. However, in this part 

we will not assume a stochastic process for the underlying asset movements in the market. A three-

layer RNN, LSTM neural network, will be built and then it will be trained using the Black-Sholes 

Model, in which the drift will be zero and a 10% volatility. We will take the option to be at the 

money, meaning that the option strike price is the same as the spot price, and that expires in one 

month.  

 

2.4.4.  LSTM vs BSM Delta-Hedging: 
 

After building a neural network and using the BSM to find the delta of the option to be hedge, we 

know exactly the value of our delta using BS mand LSTM. 
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Figure 21 LSTM and BSM Deltas at Time t=0 

 

 

For the future days, we will have other possibilities of deltas in which we can choose either the 

BSM or LSTM. Since we are simulating different spot prices, for each spot price we have a certain 

delta according to each model.  

 

Figure 22 LSTM and BSM Deltas After a Certain Time t 
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Figure 23 LSTM and BSM Deltas at Time t+1 

 

 

 
Figure 24 LSTM and BSM Deltas after another time t 
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To construct the python code, we used the Tensorflow Library that will build the RNN model. We 

generated a 4-layer neural network, such that the connected channels will have a certain number 

of weights. The deltas found using LSTM will be generated in same graphs as the ones given by 

the BSM. 

We can see from the graphs that spot prices are around $100 and both the LSTM and the BSM are 

giving large number of deltas. Both results are accurate with findings and with options concepts.  

From the figure 22, we can see that the LSTM model gave a better delta than the BSM. The option 

strike price we defined in the code is $95, and the LSTM gives delta a value of zero for a spot price 

of $95, which makes sense because if the strike price is equal to the spot price there is no need to 

hedge. However, the more time and spot prices increase, the more the LSTM and BSM give 

approximately the same results. We can also see that the more the spot price increases, the more 

the delta value increases. Based on each path, BSM and LSTM provides multiple values of deltas 

that can either allow the investor to hedge or not. For instance, in the figure 23, we can see that for 

a spot price of $100, the delta value is near 0.5, which is understandable since the spot price will 

either go up and hedge or will go down and not hedge. However, we can also see from the graphs 

that as time goes far in the future we cannot have a clear decision, thus we are losing the decision 

to hedge or not for both LSTM and BSM. 
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CHAPTER 3: STEEPLE ANALYSIS:  
 
 
3.1. Societal Aspects:  
 
 
Investing in the financial market has never been as accessible as it is now and never as insured as 

it is now. The fear to invest in a house, a car, or other had become easy to overcome once people 

guaranteed the insurance of the burden of a certain loss. Today, thanks to hedging, people gained 

financial confidence and could now invest in the financial market at ease and with the lowest risk. 

In this project, the models used will help investors assess and measure the riskiness of their 

investments as well as their profitability. Investors are tended to take advantage of the advanced 

mathematical tools used since it provides mitigation of several risks and offsets the risk of price 

movements in the market. As the financial market is the most volatile market, therefore, the more 

people will learn about hedging related to stocks, the more they will invest and gain profits. Hence, 

the unemployment rate will decrease since investing in stocks does not require terms and 

conditions.  

 

3.2. Technological Aspects:  
 

There is no better way to estimate and assess risk with a neutral and objective tool other than 

technology. In this project, a deep learning approach is applied to the financial industry that will 

help in the decision-making of an investment by taking into consideration its respective risk. As 

hedging plays a tremendous role in the financial markets, deep hedging will be used with its data-

driven “AI” for the pricing and risk concepts of derivatives. Hence, the trading decisions will be 
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modeled using hedging as neural networks. In addition, for more accurate results, Python 

Programming will be used as well as other advanced models.  

 

3.3. Environmental Aspects: 
 

From an environmental point of view, this study is not directly linked to the environment. 

However, it seems that it can be related in some exceptions. For instance, as hedging in the 

financial market is a sort of insurance, people might be encouraged to invest, then eco-friendly 

people might be interested in investing in environmental stocks which will be beneficial for both 

the company and the environment. Besides, this project is not harming the environment.  

 

3.4. Economical Aspects: 
 

Indeed, hedging does not prevent an investment from losses and failure, but it intends to reduce 

risk and negative impacts. By hedging, investors tend to avoid their exposure to risk which might 

drive to potential losses. The hedging strategy can be seen as an encouragement to invest in the 

financial market, in other words, it can be seen a way to develop the economy. The more investors 

will use the hedging strategy, the more they will reduce their exposure to potential financial losses. 

Hence, the demand for stocks will increase, then will potentially lead to economic growth, 

strengthen capital growth, and increase the GDP per capita. 

3.5. Political Aspects:  
 
There are no direct political implications to this study. However, it is important to take into 

consideration political factors and any change made by the government while taking any decision 

on investing in a project.  
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3.6. Legal Aspects:  
  
This project does respect the laws and meets the legal requirements made by the government. 

Furthermore, this project does not study any illegal investment and does not consider any illegal 

acts.  

3.7. Ethical Aspects: 
 
All the models and the data used in the project have been ethically used throughout the whole 

project. Ethics are the backbone of the financial market; an ethical market needs then investors 

who make sure that if they seek any information or make an investment, they do it ethically and 

correctly. This study helps investors to hedge their investment with advanced and trustworthy 

models, so why would they still try to seek inside information or any other unethical and illegal 

act?  
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CONCLUSION  
 

The trading based on mathematical or quantitative models continues to flourish despite major 

setbacks such as the 2008-2009 financial crisis, that resulted from the models misuse. Advanced 

mathematical models used from underlings’ valuations are becoming increasingly popular, as do 

the trading of financial instruments that are very complex, like derivatives. It is sure that no model 

is accurate and a hundred percent sure, however knowing the constraints results informed financial 

decisions, eliminates outliers and prevents from large losses that can be resulted.  

Even though pricing and hedging options is mostly done using Black Sholes Model, it is lead 

sometimes to inaccuracy due to its limitations that are based on valuating options dependently on 

many variables that are mostly considered known or constant along the maturity of the option. 

These limitations are affecting the day-to-day trading since it does not really represent the real 

market.  The variables considered constant are in fact unknown and change with dynamic financial 

market, such as the stock price or the volatility of the underlying asset.  

Here where comes the stochastic process that plays a tremendous role in representing how the 

market really moves. As the finance world is based on randomness and uncertainties, for instance, 

the stochastic volatility models present one of the approaches to solve one of the weaknesses of 

the Black-Scholes model. Adjusting the BSM stock price equations by assuming that the volatility 

of the underlying price moves in a stochastic process, it becomes possible to model derivatives 

with greater precision and accuracy.  
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Monte Carlo simulation has the double advantage of being simple to use and of being able to be 

applied to a very wide range of problems. As it is mostly used in finance, simulating thousands of 

paths that an asset can have make things easier for investor while taking a decision before 

investing. Before pricing an option, having an idea about the stock price fluctuations is considered 

essential for an investment decision.  

Neural networks are now the state of the art for various machine learning tasks. Deep learning is 

now applied to finance, neural networks can be built to price and hedge options. As hedging stocks 

or options became crucial to investors, a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), which is a recurrent 

neural network can be built to find the best hedging strategy for the assets. Thus, in this study, the 

neural network constructed aimed to find the best delta to hedge an option. Compared to the BSM 

delta calculations, both models provided multiple delta calculations an investor can have, but as 

the time increased the models failed to find an accurate delta.  

Derivatives markets are now considered the backbone of financial markets. Investors willing to 

trade stocks, can hedge these stocks using options. Investors willing to trade options, can hedge 

these options using stocks. Thanks to mathematical and computational models and the advanced 

technology, traders can now price and hedge their assets and have a clear view about the market 

fluctuations.  
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Hedging, or in other words investment insurance, is now very common for investors to use while 

taking a position.  An investor willing to invest in a stock, or another security, can hedge this 

security to avoid making losses. It is true that the hedging strategy would not prevent a loss from 

happening, but it would at least cover from the losses that may happen. Let’s suppose an investor 

having a certain position, if that position would make profit, then the profit would cover the 

hedging costs. In another hand, if the investor position isn’t making profit, the hedging will then 

cover the loss.  

 

Many mathematical and computational models were developed to price and hedge securities in 

financial markets. Thus, in this project, we will build several models to price options. We will also 

use a Python code that can develop the models into functions. We will proceed by three types of 

stocks of different levels of risks in which we will price their respective options in addition to 

finding their optimal hedging. We will also apply the deep learning method to hedge and price the 

options.  

 
 
This project has many societal and ethical implications. The models used in the project will help 

investors assess and measure the riskiness of their investments as well as their profitability. 

Investors are tended to take advantage of the advanced mathematical tools used since it provides 

mitigation of several risks and offsets the risk of price movements in the market. The project will 

allow investors to price and hedge their securities using several models and which will be used by 

ethically.  
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APPENDIX B: OPTION PRICING USING BSM 
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